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Audi Lease Specials

Lease the 2018 Audi A4 Ultra W/ TECHNOLOGY VALUE PACKAGE for $359 per month!* 
*36 month / 10,000 miles per year lease. $2,900 due at lease signing.  Tax, title, license, acquisition
and services fees extra. 

Security deposit waived.  Stock # A6904. To qualified credit.  Must finance thru AFS. Expires
10/31/2018. 

 

Lease the 2018 Audi Q3 for $379 per month!*

*36 month / 10,000 miles per year lease. $2,900 due at lease signing. Tax, title, license, acquisition
and services fees extra.  

Security deposit waived. Stock # 6619. To qualified credit.  Must finance thru AFS. Expires
10/31/2018. 

 

Lease the 2018 Audi Q5 SUV W/ TECHNOLOGY VALUE PACKAGE for $459 per month!*

*36 month / 10,000 miles per year lease.  $4,500 due at lease signing. Tax, title, license, acquisition
and services fees extra. 

Security deposit waived. 2018 Audi Q5 Premium with Technology Value Package STK A6916. To
qualified credit.  Must finance thru

AFS. Expires 10/31/2018. 

 

Lease the 2018 Audi Q7 3.0T SUV PREMIUM PLUS for $669 per month!*

*36 month / 10,000 miles per year lease. $5,669 due at lease signing. Tax, title, license, acquisition
and services fees extra.  

Security deposit waived. 2018 Audi Q7 3.0T Premium Plus STK A6828. To qualified credit.  Must
finance thru AFS. Expires

10/31/2018. 
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The 2019 Porsche Cayenne is Here! 

The 2019 Cayenne has arrived at Zimbrick European.

Stop in or call 608-258-4000 to schedule a test drive. Click here for details.
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Used Car Hotlist

2013 Audi Q7 3.0T Premium Plus - $20,900

Stock# 34686. Click here for details.

2018 Audi Q7 2.0T Premium - $48,000

Stock# 34744. Click here for details.

2016 Audi Q7 3.0T Prestige - $31,000

Stock# 34721. Click here for details. 

2018 Mercedes-Benz AMG GLE 43 4MATIC Coupe - $73,900

Stock # 34594. Click here for details.

2017 Mercedes-Benz C 300 4MATIC Sedan - $39,500

Stock #'s 34246. Click here for details. 

2017 Mercedes-Benz E 300 Sport 4MATIC Sedan  - $47,900

Stock# 34496. Click here for details.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Mercedes-Benz C-Class Sedan
A thrilling drive in a refined sedan

Before Mercedes-Benz releases its redesigned 2019 C-Class sedan later this year, the current
version of the compact returns for the 2018 model year, sporting classically attractive styling and a
refined cabin.

The driver-centric cockpit

The 2018 Mercedes-Benz C-Class
prioritizes the driver in its cabin
layout and features. The spacious
front seat, offering 41.7 inches of
legroom and 55.3 inches of
shoulder room, gives the driver
plenty of space to stretch out as
they grip the leather steering
wheel. The power-adjustable
driver’s seat with memory settings
offers standard dual power lumbar
support with the option of heated
and cooled settings and leather
upholstery. Surrounding the driver
is genuine wood trim located on the
doors, instrument panel and center
floor console.

Automatic climate control, a cabin
dust/charcoal filter and wide vents
ensure the atmosphere in the 2018
C-Class is to your preference. You can also let some extra air in to circulate through the
power-operated glass tilt-and-slide sunroof.

A refined driving experience

Driving should be a pleasure, not a chore. Elevate your commute with the 2018 C-Class sedan. Its
241-horsepower 2.0-liter turbocharged I4 engine utilizes direct injection, 1991 cubic centimeters
displacement and a 9.8 compression ratio to produce 273 lb-ft of torque. The drivetrain is bolstered by
independent front and rear suspension and 330 mm front and 300 mm rear ventilated disc brakes.

For a more intuitive driving experience, opt for DISTRONIC PLUS® Intelligent Cruise Control, which
automatically regulates the car’s speed based on the speed and proximity of cars ahead.

Increase the potency of the 2018 C-Class sedan by upgrading from the I4 engine of the C 300 to the
beastly 469-horsepower turbocharged 4.0-Liter V8 of the AMG® C 63. The V8 produces a relentless
479 lb-ft of torque and utilizes an AMG® SPEEDSHIFT® MCT seven-speed automatic transmission.

The 2018 Mercedes-Benz C-Class sedan needs a driver than can handle its might and match its
sophistication. Are you that driver?

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Audi SQ5 Technology
Explore the advanced tech of the 2018 Audi SQ5

The 2018 Audi SQ5 offers a stylish and athletic profile, impressively powerful performance and an
interior that is both opulent and practical. One of the Audi SQ5’s finer facets is its standard and
available technologies, which improve the on-road experience for driver and passenger alike.

Infotainment

The 2018 SQ5 offers a standard
Audi smartphone interface, which
provides Apple CarPlay™ and
Android Auto™ connectivity. These
functions allow you access to your
favorite smartphone features like
navigation, phone, music and other
third-party apps. The standard
interface can be upgraded with
Audi connect®, an all-inclusive
system of information that includes
Google Maps™, weather
conditions and traffic data.

The MMI® all-in-touch allows you
to control your infotainment needs
via a touch pad located on the
center console. With
handwriting-recognition technology
you can write your preference on
the touchpad instead of scrolling,
allowing you to keep your eyes on the road at all times. Also helping you to stay more aware on the
road is an available full-color head-up display that can show you relevant information like speed and
turn-by-turn navigation on your windshield above the steering wheel.

Driver assistance

The Audi SQ5 also applies its technology to assisting the driver in everyday and hazardous driving
situations. Audi pre sense® basic senses impending collisions and prepares the vehicle for impact by
closing the side windows and sunroof, pretensioning the seat belts and prepping the brakes for quick
response. Audi pre sense city helps detect vehicles and pedestrians and warns the driver of imminent
collisions. If the driver doesn’t respond, the SQ5 can automatically apply the brakes to mitigate or
prevent a crash.

Other safety features offered with the 2018 Audi SQ5 include Audi side assist with pre sense® rear,
which alerts you if a vehicle is in your blind spot, and a rear cross traffic assist system that notifies you
of approaching vehicles when backing up. When you are getting out of the SQ5, available vehicle exit
assist lets you know when a vehicle or cyclist is approaching by illuminating LED lights on the side
view mirror.

The 2018 Audi SQ5 is one of the most dynamic and fun-to-drive vehicles in its class. Given the wide
variety of convenience and safety technologies offered by Audi, it is also among one of the most
intelligent.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Audi Manager's Special

2018 Audi TTS COUPE STK 6412. $5,000 OFF MSRP!

Must finance or lease through AFS. To qualified buyers. Ask your Audi Certified sales consultant for
details including possible additional incentives. Offer ends 10/31/2018.
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Mercedes-Benz Lease Specials

Lease the 2018 GLC 300 4MATIC® for $479 per month.  

36 months / 10,000 miles per year lease.  Incoming unit

Available only to qualified customers at participating authorized Mercedes Benz dealers through
Mercedes Benz Financial Services through 10/31/2018. Advertised lease rate based on a gross
capitalized cost of $43,126. Includes destination charge.  Excludes title, taxes, registration, license
fees, insurance, dealer prep. and additional options. Total monthly payments equal $17,244. Cash
due at signing includes $3,219 capitalized cost reduction, $795 acquisition fee, and first month’s lease
payment of $479. Total payments equal $21,258. Subject to credit approval. No security deposit
required. 

 

Lease the 2018 GLE 350 4MATIC® for $619 per month.

36 months / 10,000 miles per year lease.  Incoming unit

Available only to qualified customers at participating authorized MercedesBenz dealers through
MercedesBenz Financial Services through 10/31/2018. Advertised lease rate based on a gross
capitalized cost of $57,196. Includes destination charge.  Excludes title, taxes, registration, license
fees, insurance, dealer prep. and additional options. Total monthly payments equal $22,284. Cash
due at signing includes $4,399 capitalized cost reduction, $795 acquisition fee, and first month’s lease
payment of $619. Total payments equal $27,478. Subject to credit approval. No security deposit
required. 
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New Face of Zimbrick Mercedes-Benz

Zimbrick Mercedes-Benz would like to welcome former Badger basketball guard, Ben Brust, to the
Mercedes-Benz family! Ben purchased the 2018 E400 4Matic.

You can hear about his Mercedes-Benz experience on his radio show, Scalzo and Brust, on ESPN
Madison 100.5 FM from 11 AM - 12 PM weekdays.
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Car Care: Must-Do Fall Maintenance 
Tips to get your car in shape for fall

As the days get longer, the temperature gets lower and the leaves begin to change, you’ll find
yourself relying on your vehicle more to get the kids to and from school and sporting events. With
grueling summer heat in the rear-view mirror and frigid winter weather on the horizon, autumn is the
perfect time to address a few of your vehicle’s key maintenance needs and make sure it’s running
when you need it the most.

Lighten up

The change in season means that
you’re likely now heading out in the
dark every weekday morning and
venturing home as the sun is
setting in the evenings. The
National Automotive Parts
Association’s Benjamin Jerew
notes that this means you will want
to conduct a thorough check of all
the lights on your vehicle to make
sure that they are all working and
adequately bright. This check
should include your turn signals,
brake lights, marker lights,
taillights, fog lights, headlights and
hazard lights. If your vehicle isn’t
equipped with fog lights, Jerew
recommends investigating
aftermarket options, particularly if
you live in an area where visibility
is often low.

Check tires and wipers

While the spring is the season most associated with rainfall, autumn also brings its fair share of
downpours. This means that you’ll want to ensure that your windshield wipers are operating at peak
condition. If you notice streaking or missed spots when using your wipers, or if you notice signs of
wear or cracking on your wiper blades, Jerew suggests that you take the opportunity to swap in a new
pair. In general, you’ll want to replace your windshield wiper blades every six months or so.

The fall is also an ideal time to inspect your tires for signs of wear or damage caused by potholes or
other road hazards during the spring and summer. If you notice that your tires are wearing unevenly,
you’ll want to have them rotated or replaced as soon as possible. The cooler temperatures of autumn
also mean lower air pressure in your tires, so be diligent about checking your tires’ inflation every few
weeks or so. Jerew notes that even a few pounds per square inch over or under the levels
recommended in your owners’ manual can have an impact on your fuel economy and the overall
lifespan of your tires.

Pop the hood

The Car Care Council recommends autumn as an ideal time to make sure that your vehicle’s battery is
in proper working order before the cold days of winter set in. Check your battery and its cables for any
signs of wear or corrosion and test it to ensure that it’s delivering an adequate level of cold cranking



amps. If it’s been five years or more since your last replacement and you’ve noticed that your vehicle
is having more difficulty starting up, you may very well just want to have it replaced sooner rather than
later.

Even though cranking the air conditioning may seem like one of the last things you’d want to do in the
fall or winter, Jerew notes that doing so helps defog your front windows and windshield. Take the
opportunity to test your vehicle’s HVAC system to ensure that your air conditioning is in working order
and that your heating and defrosting systems will be sufficient for the winter days ahead.

Don’t let car troubles derail your planned fall foliage trip or set you up for unwanted trouble during a
harsh winter. Maintain your vehicle while the weather is mild and ensure that it is ready to face this
and many more seasons ahead.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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3 Fall Date Ideas
Fall for these autumn-inspired date ideas

If you are the romantic type, any season is an opportunity to show your special someone how much
they mean to you. Fall is a particularly lovely time of year to head out for a memorable evening; the
crisp, cool air and the vibrant colors of changing leaves make for an ideal romantic setting. If you’re
seeking inspiration for the season,
these date ideas should work like a
charm. 

Classic fall activities

Visiting pumpkin patches, going on
hayrides and traipsing through corn
mazes are likely among the many
fond memories you’ll carry with you
from autumns in your childhood.
These nostalgic activities are also
prime fodder for a romantic outing
with your partner. There isn’t a
much better way to spend a cool
autumn day than by enjoying a
fresh cup of hot apple cider from
your local orchard or picking out a
plump pumpkin at a nearby patch.
You can carry the day’s enjoyment
into the evening by preparing a
meal using fresh produce procured during your trip and following up dinner with some old-fashioned
pumpkin carving.

There’s the old chestnut of taking your date out to a scary movie on the chance that they’ll cuddle up
close with you. For a more interactive take on that classic approach, Woman’s Day writers Jessica
Leigh Mattern and Katina Beniaris recommend checking your local listings for activities of a more
frightening nature. Haunted attractions and ghost tours are a booming industry, so you’re liable to find
something nearby that will satisfy your craving for creepiness. If not, you can always pick up a classic
monster movie at your local library and enjoy it together on the couch.  

Get a bit of exercise

The pleasant autumn weather is an ideal atmosphere for heading out into the wilderness, and it’s
especially agreeable if you like hiking or biking. Seek out a scenic path or trail system nearby, and
pack a picnic basket with all the accoutrements. While you’re at it, make sure you have all the
appropriate gear for an afternoon’s travels, including bug spray, flashlights and a travel charger for
your phone. Break for lunch when you find a picture-perfect spot.

Camp out under the stars

Heading out for an evening under the stars is one of the single most romantic things you can do
during the autumn. Whether you are venturing out to a state park or setting up a tent in your backyard,
camping out in the autumn is a perfect opportunity for quiet conversation and reflection, allowing you
and your significant other to take time out of your hectic schedules to slow things down a bit. If you
want to stargaze, you could surprise your significant other with a new telescope, or you could go the
more frugal route and download an app on your smartphone that helps you spot constellations.



There aren’t many wrong ways to celebrate your love and appreciation for the person who makes you
feel more complete. If you both have a fondness for fall, whether it’s gazing at foliage or braving the
narrow corridors of a haunted house, make sure you take full advantage of the season while it’s still
around.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Porsche Macan
Infusing Porsche’s panache for performance and luxury into a
capable crossover

The crossover market has become inundated with options, leaving drivers with the significant task of
narrowing down the available choices to that right one. The 2018 Porsche Macan is an exceptionally
singular option in the field, leveraging Porsche’s performance and luxury expertise to deliver an
exciting and premium feel that no other crossover can quite match.

Porsche power

Though one of the primary appeals
of a crossover is versatility and
utility, the Macan proves that these
advantages don’t have to come at
the expense of performance. The
heart of the 2018 Porsche Macan
is a 2.0-liter inline four-cylinder
engine paired with the
smooth-shifting seven-speed
Porsche Doppelkupplung
transmission. This mighty
powertrain doesn’t sacrifice
efficiency with an innovative
coasting function and standard
Auto Start Stop functionality, but
power is likely its greatest asset
with an output of 252 horsepower
and 273 lb-ft of torque and
impressive 6.3-second 0 to 60 mph
acceleration.

For even greater power, the Macan S is offered with a 3.0-liter twin-turbocharged V6 that produces
340 horsepower and 339 lb-ft of torque, which knocks 0 to 60 mph time down to 5.2 seconds and
boosts the top speed to 156 mph. The Macan GTS adds 20 horsepower and 30 lb-ft of torque, shaving
its 0 to 60 mph time to 5 seconds flat.

For the ultimate performance, the Macan Turbo features a 3.6-liter twin-turbo V6 that makes 400
horsepower and 406 lb-ft of torque and generates a 4.6-second 0-to-60 mph time. When equipped with
the available Performance Package, the Macan Turbo’s output rises to 440 horsepower and 442 lb-ft
of torque and its 0 to 60 mph time drops to an exceedingly track-capable 4.2 seconds.  

Porsche refinement

Just because the 2018 Porsche Macan delivers everyday practicality does not mean it is ordinary by
any stretch of the imagination. This is clear enough when you behold its cabin, with a
three-dimensional center console layout modeled after the Porsche Carrera GT and a multifunction
sport steering wheel emulating the look and feel of the Porsche 918 Spyder. The Macan wears its
heritage on its sleeve, and you and your passengers are every bit the better for it.

Comfort is held in as high a regard as styling thanks to an available driver’s seat with electric
eight-way adjustment and Alcantara® seat centers and available eight-way front Sport seats. The
Macan’s rear bench seat can be folded flat to accommodate more cargo, and its folding armrest with
cup holders makes it particularly agreeable for passengers on long road trips.



cup holders makes it particularly agreeable for passengers on long road trips.

The 2018 Porsche Macan is a clear standout in a segment that becomes increasingly more crowded
by the year. With a focus on luxury and performance to match its emphasis on family-friendly
versatility, the Macan is a comprehensive crowd-pleaser.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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